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The Hindoo conception of Swerga does not violate the general
rule, although its inadequacy seems lo have been perceived by
its authors The second of the four means of attaining per-
fection, indicated by the Vedant-sar, is the cultivation of ' a
* distaste of all sensual pleasures, and even of the happiness
' enjoyed by the gods (Devs)'1 In the city of Umurawutee,
the capital of Swerga, grows the tree of desire, which confers
upon the denizens of Paradise the power of obtaining for
themselves or others whatever, in that or the lower Loks, they
seek to possess, and thus procures for them such honors as
are derivable from the prayers of mortals for objects of
terrestrial enjoyment It is for these only that the Devs of
Swerga are worshipped
The Devs obtain, during their allotted term, bodies ever
youthful and incapable of pain Their food is umrut or am-
brosia Kamdhenoo supplies them in perfection with all those
products of the cow, which are so indispensably necessary to
Hindoo happiness The Gundhurvs entertain them with
celestial music Nor are they deprived of the pleasures of
love As the Arabian paradise has its Howns, and the Hall
of Odui its Valkyriors, so the more ancient heaven of Indra
boasts of its Upsuras Like the virgins of Valhalla the
chooseis of the slam, the Upsuras continually hover above the
field of battle, ready to convey to Swerga the warriors who pass
to heaven through its carnage Nor is the zeal of the Rajpoot
of this remark is furnished by the following passage from ' the Desafar,'
an apochryphal work, purporting to be ' Sacred Writings of the Ancient
' Persian Prophets ' Though the work be a forgery, the conception of
heaven will be admitted to be eminently Persian —
' In the heavens there is pleasure such as none but those who enjoy
' it can conceive The lowest degree of enjoyment in heaven is such as
' is felt by the poorest of men when he receives a gift equal to this whole
' lower world Moreover, the pleasures that arise in it, from the beauty
' of wives, and handmaids, and slaves, from eating and drinking, from
' dress, and fine carpets, and commodious seats, is such as cannot be
' comprehended in this lower world To the celestials, the bounty of the
' Most High Mezdam oath vouchsafed a body which admitteth not of
' separation, which doth not wax old, and ib susceptible of neither pain
' nor defilement.
' In the name of Lareng 1*
1 Vide Ward's Hindoos, vol i, Introduction, p v

